February 1, 2005

The President George W. Bush
The White House
Washington, DC  20500

Dear Mr. President:

I write to renew the expressions of concern about the treatment of persons held in U.S. military custody which we expressed in a letter of September 27, 2004. Recent media reports drawn from the files of Army investigations describe hundreds of alleged incidents of torture, even including murder, practiced against Iraqi civilians in U.S. military custody. The reports are alarming to us all, particularly in that it appears many of the Army personnel involved either have not been charged with criminal conduct or their cases were closed with no action at all.

If the allegations are indeed without merit, an inquiry by an independent, bipartisan commission with subpoena power would be the most practical way to set the record straight. It would send a message to the world of what Army spokespersons maintain: “the Army has aggressively investigated all credible allegations of detainees abuse and held soldiers accountable for their actions.” And if, as some have charged, the Army has not pursued these investigations appropriately, that inquiry will permit us to thoroughly and fairly bring to justice those who are responsible, and clear the good names of our military personnel who are not.

The American Bar Association would welcome the opportunity to join you in urging the appointment of such a commission to prepare and make public a full account of detention and interrogation practices carried out by the United States in pursuit of the war on terror in Iraq.

It is incumbent on our nation to preserve the rule of law as the touchstone of our government and of our national honor, both at home and in the conduct of our policy abroad. It would fulfill the mandate and the destiny that you described in your inaugural address, that of spreading democracy throughout the world, if you were to make the establishment of such a commission a priority for your Administration and the Nation.

Respectfully,

Robert J. Grey, Jr.